The noted architect Philip Johnson with John Burgee Architects designed the Crescent Court Hotel. When a lighter weight material was needed to match the quarried limestone cladding, the architect turned to Stromberg Architectural Products to supply the GFRC pilasters, panels and trim. In addition to the panels and trim, Stromberg produced GFRC planters and FRP planters for the hotel as well. A five star rated hotel, the Crescent Court is one of the great hotels of the world and the flagship hotel of the Rosewood Hotel Group.

Repeat Client

Rosewood was pleased enough with Stromberg's work that we were asked back for the expansion of the shopping area as well as to work on other Rosewood properties. In 2005 we were asked back again to provide additional material and work at the Crescent when the Nobu Restaurant was added (named Restaurant of the Year).

Durability

Now 20+ years after construction, the original Crescent Court GFRC and FRP has aged as gracefully as the quarried Indiana limestone it matches.